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ABSTRACT
Comparisons of Body Activity in Depress ed,
Manic, and Normal Persons
by
Bron B. Ingoldsby, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1 976
Major Professor: Dr . Craig Peery
Department: Family and Human Development
Films of three depress ed persons, one manic, and one normal
individua l were analyzed frame-by-frame to determine body activity
r ates.

Speech rates were also determined.

It was found that the

manic had the highest activity rate, followed by the n ormal compa rison, and with the depressed patients having the lowest activity rates.
The depressed subjects also had lower speech rates than did the
no r mal or the manic subjects.

The term 'psychomot o r retardati on 1

is called into question, as the frequency distributions of movement
durations were similar for all subjects.

Implications for treatment

and fo r development are also discussed.

(55 pag es)

INTRODUCTION

R ece nt literature on nonverbal communication has stressed the
importance of nonverbal cu es in therapeutic interaction.

Ind eed, many

c lini cia ns us e nonverbal cues to help them make a diagnosis.

It is

widely believed in the psychological community that depressed persons
tend to move and speak more slowly than do normal individuals; and
the oppos ite i s considered to be true for manics .

However, these

assumptions have never been systematically ver ifi e d .

With the impor-

tance of nonverbal communi cation i n clinical work being increasingly
r ecog niz e d, such ve rificati on is needed.

This i s an explo r ato r y study

to inv est iga te the relationship between emotional state and body activity
rate.

Th e body activity of depressed, manic, an d normal indi vidua l s

a r e compa r e d.

Nonverbal communication
In add ition to the us e of language, man communica tes with others
in a va r iety of nonverbal wa ys.
ings to the content of speech .

Tone of vo ic e can g i ve d iff erent meanOne's appearance can be ve r y informative.

W oo d (1976) defines bod y language as "any refl e xi ve o r non r e fl exive
movement or p o siti o n use to communicate an emotional, attitudinaL

or informational message to someone e ls e" {p. 184) .
o r fid;)eting can tell us much about a person.

A wink, smile,

Beier (19 66 ) tells us that

these nonverbal messages can be unconscious as well as conscious.

It is the commun i cation of emotional state that is the focus of

this study.

It has been a popular theory that emotions are expressed

through nonverbal behavior (Ekman &. Fries en, 1967); in fact,
Brengelmann (1961) in his review of exp r essive movements r evea l ed
literature connecting personality and abnormal behavior to gait ,
gestu r es, posture, facial expression, judgment of expression, voice,

speech, l a nguag e, art and drawings, and handwriting.

However, the

qu es ti on of how the interpreta t i on of emotion by the obse r ve r might
be related to the type of nonv e rbal cue observed has been m ostl y
restricted to the components of facial expr es sion, and there hav e
been few attempts to measur e directly how body movernents or fac i a l

expressions va ry under differ e nt emoti onal co nditions.
In fact, Duncan (1969) in his review of the work that h a s bee n done
in the field of n onverbal communication, pointed out that:

"It was not

until the 1950's that s tudies began to appear repo r ting systematic
effo rts t o transcribe gestures and other non-language (or nonverbal)
b e haviors, a nd to understand the culturally prescribed codes tha t mode r ate their use and significanc e i n human co mmunication " (p . 118).

That noncontent cues can communicat e ernotion has been substanciated by a number of studies.

Beier&. Za utro (1972) had audiotapes

o f noncontent phrases intended to e xpr ess six different emotions
judged .

The result was that th e nonverbal vocal channel of communi -

cation can be used to express emotion even to memb e rs of different
cult u '!'es.
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Burns and Beier (197 3) made films where college students
depicted eight moods which were judged by other volunteers.

The

outcome was that v isual cues appear to be more influential as well
as more ac curate in their designation of mood state than either verbal
o r nonverbal vocal cues .

Ekman (1965) compared head and body cues, and found that they
provide differential information about apparent emotion to an observer .
The obse rver's impressions from inspecting still photographs were
that the head is more informati ve about the nature of the emotion, while
the body is more informative about the intensity of the emotion.
Ekman and Friesen (1968) found that r e liable agreements can be
obtained among observers of body motion, and that body motion provi des

information about affect, the ongoing interpersonal relationship,
and psycho-dynamics and ego defenses, and that there are
complex inte rrelati onships between nonverbal behavior and
content o r noncontent aspects of speech. (p . 213)

Family interaction and personality
development
The nonverbal communication of emotion is very important when
related to human interaction and development.

Beier (1966) points

out that children learn nonverbal cues from thei r parents and others
at a ve r y early age.

For instance, a young child may unconsciously

realiz e that he is upset when mom is nervous and at ease when she is
calm.

Most of these messages hav e the purpose of influencin g the
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respondant- -t o get the person with whom one is interacting t o r e spond
in a ce rtain way, which serves to reinfo r ce the individuals 1 way of
acting.
Such concepts are supp o r ted by many fam ily therapists who hav e
investigated pathological interaction .

Haley {1971) and Jackson &.

Weakland {1961) speak of family homeostasis, which means that there
is a c ertain psychologica l climat e i n a famil y and that attempted
deviations from that state by any m e mb e r is resisted b y the other s .
Therapy is provided by breaking up the path ological patterns that
e xis t within a family .

Thes e pa tte rn s reinforce themse l ves nonverbally,

and a r e passe d on from parent to chi l d.

Part of the personality that a

child g row s up with are the emotio nal states that he has learned from
significant oth e rs.

This all takes on new und e rs tanding when the

behavioral co rr e lates of p sychopathological states are investigated.

Be h a vi o r a l correlates of
ps y ch o logical state
Sa in esbu r y {1955) used an electromyograph to m easure arm mov e m e nt s and found that signifi cantly more movements occurred during
st r essful parts of an interview than during neutral portions .

Dittman

{19 62 ) fo ll ow e d this up by counting the frequency of movements in three
body areas {head, hands , and legs) for one pati ent in each of five
different moods.

A filmed interview of the patient was u sed, in which

judges a gree d that the subj ect manifested by his verbal con tent being
in th e spec ified mood categori e s .
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Dittman found that moods w e r e differentiated by frequency of
movement, and also that different body areas were active for different
moods.

In total movements, the mood of 'jitt e ry' had the most,

fo llowed by 'calm' and 'ang r y ' , with 'hur t' and 'gloomy' (depressed)
having the least movem e nt s
B r own et. al., (197 3) did a study in which he pla ye d voices speak ing
at different rates and had them judged for different characteristics.
The faster speakers were judged to be less benevolent and more
competent, while the s low er speakers we r e judged as less competent.
Anxie t y is an e xampl e of a psychological state that has been
associated with some types of activity rates.
associa ted inc rea sed heartbeat with anxiety .

Borkovec (197 4)
Speech distu r bances also

i n crease during periods of anxiety (Ma r cos, 1973).

The Hopkins

Symptom Checklist (Der ogatis, et. al. , 1974) inc l udes the following
terms in its definition of anxiety:

r estlessness , nervousness, tremb-

ling, shakiness inside, and heart pounding or racing.

The Bendig

Manifest Anxiety sub scal e of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Invento ry (Rodda , et. al., 1971) has these statem ent s as indications
of anxiety:

"I am always in a hurry", "I fee l I am always trying to

meet deadlines", and " I feel like I am pushing myself all the time to
get thi ngs done in a hurry".
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Mania and depression
The Psychiatric Dictionary (1970) contains this definition of
mania as it relates to activity:
The manic form of manic depressive psychosis is characterized
by (a) an elated o r euphoric, although unstable, mood; (b) increased psychomotor activity, restlessness, agitation, etc.;
and (c) increase in numb e r of ideas and speed of thinking and
speaking, which in more severe fo rms proceed to flight of
ideas, often with a grandiose trend. (p. 445).
The expression psycho-motor overactivity refers to
physical overactivity. In extreme states it is incessant
throughout the waking hours; the patient attempts to motor ize,
that is, to put into physical execution all the ideas that occur
to him; this tendency, therefore, leads to a shifting of
physical activity parall eling that in the mental sphere (p. 446) .
In partially defining depression, the Psychiatric Dictionary (I 970)
says the following:
A clin ic al synd rom e consisting of lowering of mood-tone,
difficulty in t hinki ng, and psychomotor retardation . . .
a diminuition of mental, psychomoto r , and even organic
ac ti vity . . . (p . 200, emphasis added).
The dictionary later defines 'psychomotor' as "movement that is
psychially determined (not) organic in cause" (p. 616).
Fromme (1972) indentifi es slower movement with sorrow, and
Marcos (1973) associates slow speech and increased silence with
depression .

The Welsh Pure Depr essio n subscale of the Minn esota

Multiphasic Personality Inven to r y (Rodda , et al., 1971) includes these
items as evidence of depression:

"I get tired for no reason " and "I

just don't seem to have the en e rgy to do things . "
Waser (1974) had senior psychology undergraduates, final- yea r
counse ling undergraduates, counseling graduates, and clinical faculty
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members watch a silent video-tape of five depressed and fiv e n o ndepressed psychiatric patients.

The raters were asked to identify

depressed patients on the basis of nonverbal cues alone .

The c ounsel-

ing graduates identified depression best and the psychology undergraduates were the least accurate.

When it is taken into account that

the faculty spend mos t of their time in activities other than therapy, a
case c an be made that with increasing experience one informally
learns to read nonverbal cues .

In Waxer's study the most salient

cues fo r depression were less eye contact and a down-in-the-mouth
appea ranc e, with the head angled downward.

Activity regulation
There is evidence that one's speech and motor activity is not
r and om, but regulated.

Jaffe (19 64 ) found that people have regular

speech patterns that they characteristically use when talking.

Condon

and Ogston (1966) found harm onious or synchronous organizations of
change between body motion and speech in both intra-individual and
interactional behavior.

However, this "self synchrony" is partially

disrupted with some "non-normals" like schizophrenics.
Condon & Sander (1974) and P ee ry (1976) have used frame-byframe film analysis to find evidence of motor interactional synchrony
in neonates .

Stern (1971) and Peery (1976) have found a high degree

of coordi nation between approach and withdrawal behavior in infants;
as the adult would approach, the child would withdraw, and visa ve rsa .
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Peery (1976) has also found that speech is not necessary for the
existence of interactional synchrony.
From these findings, a number of possible implications emerge.
First, childr en are attending closely to the actions of others from a
very ea rly age.
action.

Secondly, people have certain patterns of speech and

It is possible that activity rate is a va r iable within these

patterns that can be affected by emotional state.

If so, then it may be

that a parent can communicate his emotional state to a child by wa y
of his activi t y level.

Adopting this body activity, the child would also

be in part ado pting the emotional state that goes with it.

Conclusions
In summary, the following basic concepts have emerged:

First,

activity rates for speech and body movements are believed to correlate
with certain psychological states, including mania and depression.
Secondly, most studied relationships between psychological state and
body activity are inferential and intuitive; systematic studies to determin e these relationships hav e not yet been undertaken.

Finally, such

a relationship, if established, could have far reaching effects in the
areas of psychodiagnosis, family interacti on and development, and
therapy.
In short, a gap exists between the nonverbal studies that have been
done and certain assumptions related to them.

Mania and depression

a r e major e motional states about which assumptions concerning
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;tclivJ.ly ral e ;drC!ady e xisl, and lht·se assumptions need lobe e xamin e d.

Isolating and identifying nonv e rbal characte ri stics of specific
e motional sta t es can create val uable tools for patient diagnosis and
treatment, as well as contributing t o unders ta nding in the ar eas of
human interaction and d eve l opment.
Subjects were select e d fo r this stud y w hi ch clearly represent
spec ific diagnostic catego ri es.

By means of a precise counting method,

the fo ll owin g has been investi ga ted:

1 ) Th e activity levels of manic ,

depressed, and normal persons; 2) whether or not the activity rate of
on e person is influenced by that of a n othe r when they are int e ra cting;
a nd 3 ) th e degree of consi stency that one exhibits in his speech and
a c ti o ns.
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METHOD

Data collection
The best method of data collection for this type of study is film
because it is not compromised by interpretation--as are report
methods--and it can be slowed down and reviewed to pick up movements that might be missed in vivo.

Frame - by-frame analysis reveals

the micro-movements of the individual.

Stern, Peery, and Condon

(includ e ref. yea rs) have all used this method successfully.

Waxer

(l974b} studied films of depr essed persons for nonv erbal cues of
their condition, but he took note of eye contact rather than activity
rate.
In order to insure validity we sought films that had been produced

to demonstrate different psy c holog i cal states using actual patients .
After a thorough search we selected the only set that met our criteria.
The National Film Board of Canada has developed a Mental
Symptoms series of moti on picture films that are described by the
Film Board as follows:
Produced for the Departm ent of Nationa l Health and Welfare,
these films present demonstrations of some manifestations of
various mental disorders.
The fi lms are restric ted fo r screening only to audiences
with a professional int erest in the field of mental health or
related fields; they are not to be shown to general audiences or
to satisfy casual inter est in mental illness.
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In each film a psychiatrist describes the type of mental disorder
to be illustrated. An interview between the patient(s) and the
psychiatrist follows, in which typical symptoms of the disorder
are demonstrated.
We selected three films which are described as follows:

Depressive

States: I; shows some manifestations of the agitated form of severe
depression.

Depressive States:

II; shows manifestations of the

retarded form of depression and depicts a severe depression which
has reached the point of attempted suicide.

Manic State; shows mani-

festations of the manic state.
Each film lasts between ten and thirteen minutes.

They begin

with an introduction by a psychiatrist, who describes the symptoms
of the patient about to be seen.

The remainder is an inter view between

doct or and patient, in which they are both sitting down.
Even these films which were made as demonstrations follow
standard biases by emphasizing verbal content rather than any nonverbal cues .

Each film only shows the subjects from the shoulders up,

however, as Ekman (l 965) found, the head is the body area most
expressive of the nature of emotion.

Had we made our own films

there would have been the problems of finding patients and getting
clinical consensus as to their psychological state.
Only those body movements that the films allowed the viewer to see
in all the subjects were recorded.

As the patients were only shown

from the shoulders up, movements of the following body parts only
were recorded:

head, torso, mouth, and eye blinks.

The entire bodies
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of the retarded depressed and the manic patients, along with that of
the doctor, were shown briefly as they walked on camera and sat down
tog e ther.

Ten seconds each of those two entrances were scored,

recording the movements of th e head, torso, both arm s , and both legs.
Eac h movement (start , stop, or change of direction) was recorded
fo r eac h f r ame (see Appendix A for e xample of data sheet).

The

columns represent the body parts and the rows represent the frame
numbers .

Ar r ows w ere drawn through the frame squares to indicate

when an action for that pa rti cular body part began and ended.
Speech rates we r e obtained by making audio-tape recordings of the
thr ee introductory speeches by the psychi atrist and thirty seconds of
conve r sation between the doctor and each patient.

Subjects
The fi lm s provided us with a sample of five subjects:

the ps yc hia-

trist, who serves as the normal comparison; a manic lady; and three

depressed persons.

One lady suffers from retarded depression,

another from suicidal depr ession, and a man suffe rs from agitated
depression.

The r e are two interviews with the agitated patient, one

in the evening , when he is relatively calm, and the other the next
morning, when he is ve r y agitated.

He expe ri ences diurnal fluctua-

tions, being more dep r essed and agitated in the mornings and feeling
better in the eve nings.
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Scoring
The films were viewed on a Projectola 16mm Professional Vi ewer,
model LB 1600 , which shows the film on a small screen; an Einzelbilder frame counter was used to indicate frame numbers.

With the

use of a hand-operated movie editor, this system allows for repeated
back and forth viewing of precise segments of behavior frame-byframe or several frames in sequence.

The films are exposed at twenty -

four frames per second.
One thirty - second segment for each subject was selected at
random from the films for scoring.

Two thirty second segments for

t h e agitated depressed subject were analyzed; one from the evening
interview, when he was more calm, and one from the morning interview when he was more agitated.

Unlike the others, t he psychiatrist's

segment is not continuous, but is a composite of three ten-second

segments, one taken f r om each of the three film introductions, where
he is speaking alone.

This was to ch e ck for consistency in the doc tor

across the time span of the m a king of th e three f ilms.
Thirty seconds is actually 720 frames.

As will be shown later, an

average movement only takes about five or six frames, and with four
or five body parts in motion at one time, a subject can make hundreds
of movements in thirty seconds--sufficient to demonstrate whatever
type of activity one is engaged in.

One continuous segment of behavior

was analyzed for each patient, rather than a series of disconnected
segments so that if any p"l.tterns or sequences of behavior eme r ged, as
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some did, these could be noted and analyz ed.

Data analysis
The data were analyzed in the following ways:

l) Activity rate--

the total number of starts, changes, and stops in the movements of all
the listed body parts of each subject was counted.

These were corn-

pared between subjects by the use of graphs, totals, and means.

2)

For analysis of the above rates within subjects to determine consistency
of movements, the chi-square test was used.

Each test had one row,

with the movement totals per two seconds comprising the cells.

The

overall mean for each subject was used as the expected value for
each ce ll.

3) Speech rate was determined by calculating a syllables

per second .

4) A pearson Product Moment Correlation was used to

check for co rrelations of body activity between the doctor and the two
patients when they are shown together.

5)

Frequency distributions of

movement durations were constructed to compare profiles across

subjects.

6) Finally, what are referred to as "quanta! units" (see

Condon & Sander, 1974) were c ounted.

A quanta! unit is the duration

between simultaneous starts, stops, and/or changes in direction
between two or more body parts, plus or minus one frame.

For

instance, a head, torso, and mouth movement might all begin at the
same frame, and end at the same frame as well.

This whole block

of action is counted as one unit, rather than as three starts and th re e
stops as it would be in counting body activity .

As it is possible to
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increase one's activity rate simply by moving more body par ts than
someone else, it was felt that it might be useful to have a gauge for
activity with the differing number of possibl e moving body parts
equalized.

(se e Appendix A for examples of quanta! units.)

Intra-rater reliability
An intra-rater reliability check was taken to verify the accuracy
of the original film scoring.

A five - second section was randomly

selected from the thirty-second segment that had previously been
scored for one of the patients.
body movements was 98%.

R e liability as to the total numb e r of

As to duration of movements, reliability

was also 98%, plus or minus one frame.
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RESULTS

The analysis showed:

depress e d subjects had a lower activity

rate, that is fewer movements and syllables per second, than did the
normal comparison; and to a lesser degree, the manic had a higher
activity rate.

Frequency distributions for the movement du r ations of

each subject were similar; the doctor's speech rate was influenced by
the patients when he convers ed with them; and the depressed and manic
subjects were less consistant than was the docto r.

Body activity
Figur e l shows cumulativ e body activity for each subject.

The

manic had the most with 297 , a n average of 9 . 9 movements per second.
The psychiatrist was next with 235, or a mean of 7. 83.

Agitated II

(the m o rning int erview, wh en he is more depressed and agitated)
followed with 204 movem ents, a 6 . 8 pe r second average.
depressed had 158 movem ents--5. 26 p e r second .

The suicidal

Agitated I (evening)

totaled 142 movements, for an average of 4. 73 per second.

Last was

the retarded depressed with on l y 123 movements, or 4. l per second.
Figure 2 represents the s ec tions showing the entire bodies of the
doctor and the retarded depress ed, and the doctor and the manic.
The following scores result ed:

The retarded depressed averaged 2 . 3

changes per second, and the doctor averaged 7. l changes durin g the
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same period.

The manic averaged 7. 4 movements per second, and

the doctor ave raged 7. 7 movements.
The doctor's mo vements wer e corre l ated w i th those o f the two
patients to see if an int eracti ve r elationship existed.

Ther e was a

positive correlation of . 012 between t he doctor and the retard ed depressed, and a p o sitive corr elation of . 33 betwee n the doctor and the
manic.

Neither sco re is statistically significant.

(See appendix B

fo r g r aphs of body activity across time.)

Frequency distributions of
movement durations
Figure 3 displays t)1 e frequency for each subject for a moveme nt
of a g iv e n duration.

All subjects generated simila rl y shaped distr i bu-

tions, which are skewed to th e left with more sho rter movements of
about fou r to seven frames (around one - quarte r of a second).

Quanta! Units
While creating the same general rankings as body activity scores,
the subjects come out much closer together when counting quanta] units .
The manic a ve raged 3. 1 3 units per second, followed by the doctor at
2. 6 .

The suicidal and agitat ed pati ents ave ra ged 2. 0, and the retarded

d e pressed averaged 1. 43 units per second.

(Se e Appendix B for quanta]

unit g raphs . )

Sp eec h rate
Figure 4 shows a cumulative speec h ra te, r evea ling t h e total
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syllables spoken by each subj e ct during th e re c orded periods.

Th e

d oc tor had the highest rat e, averaging 3. 9 syllables per second across
his introductions.
p er second.

He was foll owed by the manic with 3. 56 syllables

The agitated depr essed averaged 3 . 43 in the eveni n g

interview and 3. 05 in the morning interview.

The suicidal dep r essed

ave raged 2. 34 syllables per second, and the r eta rded depress ed was
l owest with . 92 6 syllables per second.
Figure 5, whows the psychiatrist's spe e ch rate varied in r e sponse
to eac h patient.

He was consi stent across hi s introductions, but it

appe a rs that the depressed patients pulled his rate down.

It went

from 3. 95 t o 2. 25 with the retard ed d epressed; 4.17 to 2. 8 1 with the
suicida l pati e nt; 4. 04 to 2. 42 with agitated I a nd to 3. 63 wi th agitated
II.

With the manic patient th e d octo r's r ate was pushed u p to 4. 57

syllables per second, higher than the pa t i e nt's or his own rat e during
his introdu ct ion.

{See Append ix B fo r a g r aph of speech rate s ac r oss

time.)
A doctor ' s introduction is missing from the section for th e agitated
II patient.

This is because th e doctor only gave one introd ucti on at th e

beginning of the film for both agitated I and II.

Consist e nc y within subjects
Table I displays the resul ts of ch i-s qu ar e tests performed within
subjects taken from across- time data from th e ir scores in speech rate ,
body activity and quanta! units .

A significant score indicat es that th e

A - Doctor Intr o .
B - P a ti ent
C-Dr. w/ patient

R eta rd ed

Suicid e

Agita t ed I

Agitat e d II

Manic

5
5"

.5

5

I.S

.s
Subje ct

8

c:

A

Figure 5.

8

c

A

B

c

A

!l

c

A

8

c

Sy llab l e s per second
N

""
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T a bl e I.

Chi-squar e ana l y si s

Speech

Body

Whole body

Quanta!

Doctor

X

. 01

X

. 01

Manic

. 01

. 01

. 05

. 01

Agitated I

. 001

. 001

. 01

Agitated II

. 001

. 001

. 01

Suicide

. 001

. 001

. 001

Retarded

. 001

. 001

X is nonsignificant
Tests were not done for empty c e lls
Significant levels indicate inconsistency

. 001

. 01
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subject is not consistent across time in his actions or speech.

That

is, he has an erratic flow, with many movements o r syllables in one
time period but ve r y few in th e next, and so on.
The scores of t he depressed and manic subjects were very signifi.cant every time, indicating that their movements and speech were
not consistent.

The doctor's speech and entir e body scores were very

l ow, indicating that he had nearly e qual numbers of syllables and
movements in e a ch time peri od .

His upper body and quanta! unit

scores were signific ant, but the chi- square totals were a good deal
smaller than were those of the other subjects.
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DISCUSSION

The depressed pati ents are below the manic patient and the
psychiatrist (the normal comparison) both in speech and activity
scores, ind icating that depressed persons have lower activity rat e s
than do normal or manic individuals.

The manic subject is shown to

have a higher rate than the doctor in body activity, but not in speech.

Limitations
l)

The sample was small, so caution should be used in general-

izing from it.

2) It is not known why agitated I and II switch places

in the body activity and speech c h arts.
credence in the body activity.

The author would put more

In speech the patient was simply

answering questions from the psychiatrist, so his speech rate may
have been partially controlled by the co ntent and situation.

3) Most

of the body activity data came f rom film showing the subject only from
the shoulders up.

While the two entire body sections tend to confirm

that this is sufficient information for making proper comparisons, as
the same ordering resulted, and the Ekman (1965) study found head
data to be best fo r determining the nature of an emotion, future researchers will find it preferable to use films that show the entire bodies of
the subjects as well as close-ups.

Such films should be made with

nonverbal content in mind , not just content and facial expression.
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4)

There is a problem with the speech rate score of the normal

comparison.
speec h rates.

It may be that lecturing , as a procedure, pr oduces high

This would explain the doctor ' s high score in that

ca t ego ry, wh ich is higher than t h e manic's r ate.

It should be kept in

mind then, that the psychiatri st's speech rate c annot nec essarily be
validly compared to that of th e othe rs.

T he ideal control would have

been to get his rate when he was conve r sing with another no r mal
person, but th is was n ot possible as all his conve r sations w ere with
the patients , a ll of whom i nfl uenced his speech rate with theirs .

5)

It

was not possible to record a ll the eye blinks of t he agitated II subject
because of the darkness of his eye areas; as a result his score in
body ac tivity should have been a littl e higher t han it w as.
Bearing the above mention e d limitati ons in mind, the following
implications of this study can be considered.

Implications fo r ps ych odiagnosis
The cl ini ca l traditions based on intuition that have developed without the use of film, that depressed persons move and speak more
slowly than do normals, and that manics are ove ractive, have been
basically substantiated.

Th ese c an continue to be useful diagnostic

tools for clinicians.

A.

Psychomotor retarda tion .

Of the few definitions of an emoti onal

stat e that refer to body activity, ps ychomotor retardation is on e of the
most prominent and universally accepted.

Judging from the results of
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of this study , it is a misleading term.

Psychomotor retarda tion

impli es that the depressed patients speech and movements a r e slower
and more drawn out, but tha t has not been the ca se in this study.

The

depressed patient's mov e ment s were not longer; there wer e simpl y
f ew e r of them, with mor e pauses in between.

Wh en they spoke, it

was at a nearly normal sp eed; it is just that th e y did not speak ve r y
often o r say ve r y much.
The f requ e nc y distributi ons of movement durations are similar in
shape fo r all subjec ts.

If psychomotor reta rdation were an accura te

concept the distribution for the depressed person would be skewed to
the right , indicating more long mov e m e nts.
Why does this similarity o f distributions e xist?

With s p eech

may be a funct i on of some inna t e mechanism in all people.

1

it

When speech

is slowed down or sped up on a tape -r eco rd e r it becomes unintellig ibl e;
as a result, the speed o f one's speech p r oduction is probably bi ologicall y
r egulat ed, whether one suffers from a mental illness or not .
Due to lack of interest in his surroundings o r because of a la ck of
psychic energy, it is difficult fo r the d ep r e ss e d person to speak o r
move.

It may also be that the p e riods of silence and inactiv ity are

attempts to control and repr es s ange r or hostility that the patient
fe ar s will explode forth.

How eve r, when he do es move it is s imilar

t o anyon e else -- he simply has f ew e r m ovem e nts, with more pauses
i 10 between.

The manic, by cont r ast, ha s an ove rabundan ce of

interest and e n ergy .

He expr esses it mo r e often as a result , but
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again with similar durations to anyone else.
Another theoretical possibility that should be explored is that of
social r einforcement.

It may be that depressed people do very littl e

because they get no reinforc ement from others for what they do.
would figure :
anyway '.

They

'why bother to speak or do anything, no one cares

When they are drawn out, or must speak o r move, it would

be in a pattern that is essentially normal.

B.

Different "dep r essions".

There are also differences in

activ ity r ate between the different types of depres sian.

The agitated

depressed subject had the m ost movements, followed by the suicidal
and then th e retarded depress ed .

W ays need to be devised to train

c linicians to recognize the activity rate of a patie nt, and then use
that information to help plac e him in the proper diagnostic category.
Watching demonstrations films would probably be part of this pr ocess.

C.

Consistency of activity r ate.

The internal consistency of

one 's action rathe r than its duration may be the useful tool for
distinguishing between normal and depressed or manic per sons .

The

doctor was relatively more consistent, while the others were always
very inconsistent, o r er r atic in their flow of speech and movement.
This is a psychomoto r indication of psychopathology that has not
pr evious ly been conside r ed.
The implication here is that emotional disorders are not always on
the same level, but are constantly fluctuating between high and low
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l e vels of activity.

A normal pers o n stays mor e consistently within

the: !,oundarics of the activity fie ld that corresponds to his state.
This pattern would never have been detected if short, disconnected
sections of film for each subject had been analyzed, instead of the
longer, continuous segments that were.

Implications for theories of
family interaction
Family therapists (Haley, 1971; Jackson & Weakland, 19 6 1)
emphas ize the importance of family homeostatis in human interaction.
This means that there is a certain psychological climate in a family
and that attempted deviations from that state by any member is
resisted by the others.

That is, they will t ry to pull that deviating

member back up or down to the previous emotional level.
When one adds Beier's (1966) contention that children learn nonverbal cues f rom their parents, the follow in g construct evolves:
Children may grow up learning certain psychological ways of being,
part of which is nonverbal.

As these patterns are developed, and

es pecially if they are pathological, it is difficult to change them due to
the homeostatic forces within the family.
Activity rate studies may serve to add empirical support to such
conceptual theories.

This study found that the speech rate of the

doctor was influenced by that of his patients.

If the same is true for

body movement, as one would suspect, (even though the films did not
allow the author to investigate that possibility) then it may be that o ne
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can pass on his emotional state to another by way of activity rat e .

A

mother is nervous for instance, and communicates that to her c hild
by way of her high, agitated activity rate.

The child picks up those

nonverbal cues and reacts by being co li cky.
In this study the direction of influencing was always from normal
to abnormal.

This may not always be the case, but in the occas i ons

that it is, it would be reasonable to assume that a depressed parent,
for instance, could bring his spouse and children down to a d e press e d
activity level, making for a depressed family (or mayb e they would
be induced into a diffe ren t reaction, such as anger).

This would be

accomplished in pa r t by the first person influencing the speech and
activity rat es of the others with his own rates.

Once obtained, devia-

tions from that level would be resisted by the r e inforcing quality of
the e nvironment, where each member influences the others to main-

tain th e prevalent activity rat e.
The emotional state, th e refore, feeds upon itself and p e rpetuates
across time a nd individuals.

What is sometimes ascrib ed to genetics

or t r auma may in fact be learned behavior and belong in the camp of
social learning theory.

One deve lops through his family an activity

rate, and as a result, the emotional state that goes with it.

Implications for psychotherapy
Is it the mood that creates the activity rate, or is it the other
way around; or is it an interaction?

Can an emotional illness be

ll

altered by m odify ing th e activity r ate?

Can one develop the emot10n al

state o f another by picking up his activity rate?
Bei er (1966) suggests that man sends out no nverbal cues that are
unconsciously intended to det e rmine the respo ns e of the p e rs on with
whom he is interacting.

W hen h e is s uc cessfu l , it serves to perpet-

uate his present emotional sta t e .

The therapist can change that by

not reacting in the expected way , fo rcing the client to explore new ways
of int e racting .

Similar forces appear to be at work in family pathology

and intervention .

In light of activity rat e, treatment cou ld be affected by altering
the patient's activity rate, and therefore along with it, his emotional
problem.

This would be don e by modeling a new rate, rath e r tha n

r e inforcing h i s old one.

In esse n ce, this is what one appears to be

doing when h e t ries to calm down an agitate d f ri end by speaking slow l y
and ca lmly himself.

Such treatment would need to be done on entire

families, as most fa mily therapists prefer for thei r int erventions,
otherwise untreated members would reaffect the others.
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SUMMARY

This exploratory study h as provided data which suggest the
following distinctions betw een d e pr essed, manic, and normal persons:
I)

d e pressed indiv iduals have low e r ac tivity rates, that is, fewe r

movements and s y llabl es per second, than do normals;

2) manics,

h ave a higher activity rate than do normals, but the magnitude of
diffe renc e is not as great as fo r the depressed-normal com p a ri son;
3 ) both manics and depressi ves have less con sistency in speech and
body activi t y than do normals;

4)

o n e ' s speech rat e can be influenced

by th e rat e of another with wh o m h e is conve rsing; a nd

5 ) frequency

distributions of movement durati ons are simila r for all subjects .
There h ave been studies of nonverbal action and its possible s i gn ificance, but this is th e first micro-analysis of actual body -part movem ent rates as a function of different psycholog ical states.

If la r ge r

scale studi es confirm the r esul ts of this study then its many implications in the areas of psychodiagnosis, d eve lopment, int e raction, and
treatment should be explor e d.
As seen by the auth or, the following issues emerge as central
theories which warrant furth er investigation.

Infants are capable of

and do abso rb emotional cues f r om th ei r parents and o thers in the ir
envi ronm ent.

A part of this appears to be activity rate .

An individual
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may influence those with whom he comes in contact to imitate and
the refor e reinforce his patt e rns .

Within a family then, certain patterns

will develop and be perpetuated by mutual reinforcement.

Some emo -

tional states are re l ated to certain activity rates and are therefore
probably learned in part.

As a result, therapeutic intervention should

probably include helping clients alter their activity rates.
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App e ndix A

Samp l e Data Sh ee t
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Sample Score Sheet
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to a preceding one is counted as a movement.
each circled area is a quantal unit.
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Appendix B

F i gures 6 -10
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App e ndix C

Transcripts of th e Psychiatrist's
Introductory R e marks
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The followi ng paragraphs are from the doctor's introductions
d esc ribing the retarded depressed, the suicidal depressed, the
agitated depressed, and the manic su bjects .
The patient we will see presents a picture of depression which
is characterized by pronounced retardation. She has become
extremely slow in her movements, speech and mental processes.
Her energy output is reduced to a minimum so that her gate has
become stiff and she has lost the natu r al f ree pattern of body
motion. Her voice has become almost inaudible.
Some patients may become so desperate that suicide seems
to be the only way out. The next patient has been depressed to
this point. Loner depression is not an acute unexplained illness
as in th e other patients but rather t he final reaction to an unbearable life situation.
The patient you will see pres e nts the agitated type of
depression. Though , the degr ee of his agitation fluctuates a
great deal in the course of the day. Most depressed patients are
more depressed in the morning and feel bette r in the evening.
Technically we speak of diurnal fluctuations in the patient ' s
movement. In everyone of his attacks he has expressed the
morbid fear of losing his eye sigh t. Such unfounded fears of
losing faculties o r wordly goods are common symptoms in
depressive states.
The manic stage is characterized by a t riad of symptoms:
one, ove r activity; two, increas ed and accelerated id eation;
three, e lation, euphoria is the dominant mood. The general
impression one gets is that of the bright, unduly restless and
alert person who is easily distracted. ' For example, our
patient will undoubtably pay a good deal of attention to the
surrounding lights and came r a. Her voice has become hoarse
from continuous talking and singing.
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